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Maximum Security. Minimum Hassle.

With Kitemark-accredited re-pinning on our Platinum 3 Star Cylinder.
Anti-bump, anti-screw, anti-drill, anti-pick, anti-snap and now, anti-hassle! BSI-approved re-pinning
is available with the Yale Platinum 3 Star Cylinder, without compromising its Kitemark accreditation.
With a TS007 3 Star cylinder that defends against all known attack methods, customers can also
enjoy the convenience of accessing multiple doors with a single key.

To request details and pricing for re-pinning,
email marketing@yaledws.co.uk or call 01902 366800.
Learn more about the Platinum 3 Star Cylinder at yaledws.co.uk
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News

Apprenticeship Levy
Plan Mauled by MPs

An all-party committee has
found that the Government's
Apprenticeship Levy, targeting
three million 'starts' in four
years, are merely floundering
'blunt instruments that risk
being unduly focused on simply raising participation levels'.
The Committee also said the
Government should place far
greater emphasis on outcomes,
judging success of apprenticeships by, for example, whether
individual apprentices secure
employment. Ministers should
also look to how apprenticeships
can help close the skills gap, including by restructuring the levy
on a sectoral and regional basis.
The Committee also pointed to
concerns that the three million
target could hamper attempts to

raise quality of provision. Chairs’
comments Neil Carmichael MP,
Chair of the Education Committee and Co-Chair of the SubCommittee on Education, Skills
and the Economy, said: “Apprenticeships are vital if we are
to close the skills gap, which
could grow wider post-Brexit.
We must train our young people
for jobs that the economy needs
but the Government has failed to
show how its three million target
and levy will help achieve this.
“Ministers must recognise that
apprenticeships are a means to
an end and not an end in themselves. They need to place
greater emphasis on outcomes,
focussing on areas of the economy where training is most
needed and ensuring quantity

does not trump quality. “For too
long apprenticeships have been
seen as inferior to the university
route and failed to benefit young
people from disadvantages
backgrounds. We fully support
the Government's attempts to improve the prestige of apprenticeships, but it will take more than
words to achieve this aim.” Iain
Wright MP, said: “The Government's flagship apprenticeships
policies positively focus on raising participation but are inherently contradictory. Ministers
have a centrally-dictated, topdown three million target, at the
same time as insisting that this
approach will be bottom-up and
address the skills requirements of
individual firms, sectors and regional economies.” i

Almost Two Thirds of Home
Owners Favour Apprentices Firms
Half of home owners would
be more likely to actually hire
a company knowing they
train apprentices (all else
being equal).
More More than two in five
would be more likely to recommend a company to a friend or
family member based on the fact
they train apprentices.
Almost two thirds of home owners think that improvement firms
and local builders should highlight the fact that they are training

the next generation of tradespeople in their marketing material.
Brian Berry, Chief Executive of
the Federation of Master Builders
which undertook research to coincide with the launch of the Apprenticeship Levy, said: “This new
research confirms what many of
us already knew – apprentices
are good for your business. Industry is extremely competitive
and these results suggest that
training an apprentice will help a
firm stand out from the crowd.

"Home owners aren’t just concerned about craftsmanship, they
want to know they are hiring a
firm with strong values. It therefore makes sense that a business
that invests in young people is
seen in a better light. It’s helpful
to know that apprenticeship training can not only provide rewarding career opportunities for
young people but it can also help
a firm’s bottom line. Two-thirds of
all apprentices are trained by
SMEs.” i
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News

Solicitors’Pens
are Mightier

Open & Shut
Case for
Vertical Sliders

Automation specialists ADS
has devised, manufactured
and launched a new product, the Vertical Sliding Actuator. It is built to open and
close sash windows with ease
especially out-of-reach or
hard-to-reach windows the
home and the office.
It is also extremely beneficial
for elderly or disabled individuals who might struggle to open
their sash windows manually.
The actuator is a discreet mechanism that can be fitted or retrofitted to a top or bottom sliding
sash window. Customers can
choose from various options to
operate the device, including a
convenient wireless wall switch
or a handheld, radio-frequency
remote control.
Meanwhile, Quickslide has
launched a programme of
consolidating its list of hardware suppliers to pass on the
cost benefits of closer working relationships in response
to pre-Brexit price pressure.
The move is also part of the fabricator’s ongoing policy of
streamlining the buying of materials and components such as the
fcamlock pictured here. i

Small businesses chasing
payment for overdue invoices achieve significantly
better results by sending solicitor’s letters, known as a letter before action (LBA),
according to new research
from fintech firm Ormsby
Street.
Two-thirds of LBAs sent will result in a small business being
paid within seven days, while
two-thirds of overdue invoices
will remain unpaid after one
month if no LBA is sent.
With the average time for an
invoice to be paid to a small
business standing at 72 days
and the average amount of an
overdue invoice more than
£6,000, late payment is a major
issue for many small businesses
in the UK.
“Going to court over late payment is really a last resort but a
solicitor’s letter is a highly effective method of retrieving payment on overdue invoices,” said
Martin Campbell, MD, Ormsby

Street. “Many small businesses
have been put off using LBAs, believing them to be costly and time
consuming. That’s why we are
making it much easier for small
businesses to send a LBA via
CreditHQ.”
Ormsby Street is introducing a
new feature to its credit checking
tool CreditHQ, that allows customers to send solicitor’s letters via
email, working in partnership
with national law firm Shoosmiths, whose partner Karen Savage believes LBAs should be far
more commonly deployed by
small businesses than they are
currently: “Without exception, a
well worded LBA sent by a professional and reputable law firm has
a significant impact in bringing
payment to the fore. It gives a
debtor notice that court action will
be taken if payment is not made
by a specified date and the fact
that the letter is sent by a law firm
makes the debtor feel that the
case is much closer to court,
which prompts payment.” i

Royal Elm Park, the £500 million landmark development
adjacent to Reading Football
Club’s Madejski Stadium, has
been approved by Reading
Borough Council, subject to
conditions.
The development will deliver a
world-class convention centre,
hundreds of new homes, significant new public space, an exciting mix of high-quality retail,
leisure and hotel space, all of
which will be supported by a substantial investment in public trans-

port for both match and nonmatch day visitors.
Royal Elm Park will deliver
more than 600 new homes. A
mix of one, two and three bedroom homes will provide much
needed new housing with dedicated resident parking, extensive
landscaping, helping to create a
new community with Madejski
Stadium at its heart.
A new public square of
8,000sq.m will include over
2,000sq.m of new retail, leisure
and restaurant facilities. i
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Trade News

Royal Award for Innovation

Liniar has received a Queen’s Award for Enterprise – the
highest ofﬁcial UK awards for British businesses,
established by Royal Warrant in 1965
The accolade, recognising outstanding achievement in the
Innovation category, has been bestowed upon the Liniar ModLok bifolding door. This is testament to the impact the ground-breaking
product has had on the fenestration industry since its launch in 2014.
Only 1,357 companies have been awarded the Innovation
accolade since it was launched 51 years ago, with Liniar among
around just 50 ﬁrms adding to that list this year. With just over 6,000
companies receiving a Queen’s Award across all categories since its
1966 inception, this highlights how difﬁcult it is to earn the honour.
“The Queen’s Award is the ultimate tribute for a business,” said Liniar CEO Roger Hartshorn. “So to win an award, particularly
for innovation, is a massive honour.
The awards are made on the advice of the Prime Minister after examination of applications by an advisory committee composed
of leading individuals from industry, commerce, trade unions and government.
Roger has been invited to attend a reception held by Her Majesty The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh at Buckingham Palace,
and Liniar will be visited during the year by a royal representative to present the physical award of a crystal
chalice and scroll. i
Building Product Solutions has switched its proﬁle
supply to Deceuninck to ensure it can fulﬁl its ambitious
growth plans with its Next Generation product offering.
MD Ian Harrison explains: “We have moved to Deceuninck for our
Next Generation suite of products, to give our customers an ever
better looking proﬁle and improved energy efﬁciency.
“We have only just started manufacturing with the Deceuninck
proﬁle but the support they have given us through the entire switch
over period has been excellent. This support included weekly
meetings to ensure everything went smoothly and enabled us to
continue delivering to customers throughout. We needed this support
because changing proﬁle supplier is not something we did lightly
and we wanted reassurance from the minute we made the decision.
We’ve had it in abundance so far and look forward to a long and
proﬁtable partnership with Deceuninck who we can already see is a
supplier that is truly committed to the growth of our business.” i

FENSA has launched the Installation of the Year award, a new competition to celebrate and promote best
practice in the industry. The competition is free to enter and will run annually, with all entries for this year
valid until 5pm on September 29th 2017.
Once entries are in, 10 companies with the highest customer care scores will become longlisted nominees. This longlist will be
scrutinised by a panel of judges who will identify 5 shortlisted ﬁnalists. From this shortlist, the Installation of the Year winner will be
selected in November 2017.
Whilst all entries must be FENSA registered and have passed a RISA inspection at the ﬁrst time of asking, to be considered as
a top entry, companies will need to score highly on quality standards whilst earning excellent customer feedback on the following
measures:
• Was the sales process positive for the customer?
• Do the product(s) installed match customer expectations How did the installer treat the customer’s home?
• Was the work completed to the customer’s satisfaction – Would the customer recommend the company to friends & family?
The customer satisfaction survey, which will narrow down the ﬁnal 10 nominees, will be undertaken by RISA inspectors as part
of the post installation process.
The winner will be the ﬁrst to receive the FENSA trophy and the FENSA Installation of the Year title. They will be invited to
FENSA’s headquarters in London, with accommodation and travel paid for two people to attend the presentation ceremony. The
winner can use FENSA Installation Of The Year Winner marketing materials to help engage consumers plus they will receive a
certiﬁcate of acknowledgment of excellence. i
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Cover Story

UK Superfold –
Affordable
Acquires
Major Stake
Affordable Windows Group
has successfully acquired a
major stake in UK Superfold
Ltd.
Located in Oldham, UK Superfold specialises in the supply and
installation of aluminium bi-folding doors.
UK Superfold has seen terrific
growth since it was established in
2013. The company has been
built from the ground up by Andrew Malinowski - first in the
North-West (where UK Superfold
established a reputation for unbeatable prices and quality installations) and now operating
throughout the United Kingdom.
Malinowski has spent 22 years
operating in the industry. He will
continue to manage the business
whilst remaining a major shareholder in the company. He is absolutely thrilled to be able to
partner with Affordable Windows
Group - one of the UK’s best
known and largest manufacturers
of aluminium windows and
doors.
Shared values
Eddie Gaughan, MD of Affordable Windows said: “We are excited to begin a long successful
partnership with Andrew Malinowski and the UK Superfold
team. Their outstanding reputation in the industry for supplying
10 | Cover Story | The Installer

end of the year. In the meantime,
Affordable has promised to keep
to UK Superfold’s unbeatable 7day lead times by transferring
production to it 80,000sq.ft aluminium factory in Blackpool, Lancashire.

Super sized
Eddie Gaughan, added “We are
in an industry that is constantly
evolving. This acquisition will help
UK Superfold and Affordable
Windows Group push the boundaries and explore exciting new
possibilities. As the bi-fold market
continues to strengthen, we will
do our utmost to help UK Superhigh-quality aluminium bi-fold fold set the standard for high
doors make them a natural part- specification doors with innovaner for Affordable.
tive designs and highly competi"With shared values and a tive prices”.
commitment to high standards,
this new partnership will be instru- Growth
mental in the growth of our man- The 25-year-old Affordable Winufacturing
operations
and dows Group is one of the UK’s
geographical presence”.
leading manufacturers of aluminium & PVC-U windows, doors
Investment
and conservatory solutions. The
Looking to invest heavily in the UK company’s desire to continuously
Superfold’s new bi-fold brand, Af- strengthen manufacturing operafordable Windows Group has an- tions has helped the Lancashire
nounced that it will be increasing based manufacturer reap massive
manufacturing capacity with the company growth over the last few
acquisition of a new state-of-the- years. This eagerness for further
art factory in Oldham.
development has resulted in an
The new factory will be dedi- astounding 50% increased
cated to the manufacturing of the turnover since 2014 and the comnew Superfold bi-folding door pany shows no signs of slowing
and will begin operations by the down. i

Picture:
Andrew Malinowski
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Certass & TRR FIT Show Column

Certass on Stand G45
Say Hello – and
See What’s New
Certass will be attending
the FIT Show again - and
can be found alongside
QANW on Stand G45.
On hand throughout the three
days of May 23, 24 and 25
this year, Certass will have:

Jason Clemmit,
Managing Director
Simon Swift,
Business Development
Clive Gibbs,
Technical Officer
Gary Collins,
Technical Officer
They can answer questions you
may have or just be available
for a general catch up.
Introduce a friend
If you do come along, try to
bring a friend and introduce
them to Certass. Certass has
just launched an ‘Introduce a
Friend’ scheme where you can
both receive a £25 gift
voucher.
New CQ-Assured Scheme
Of course, it wouldn’t be the
FIT Show if Certass didn’t have
something new to showcase...this time the new CQ-As-

Certass will be attending
the FIT Show again – and
can be found alongside
QANW on Stand G45. The
organisation has invited
lots of existing customers
to come along and visit
the stand to say hello

sured Scheme. This workmanship quality assurance scheme
covers all aspects of building
fabric work. Of particular interest to those at the FIT Show will
be the certification of roofline
and conservatories.
As a key benefit of the new
CQ-Assured scheme, Certass
has teamed up with a finance
provider to allow members of
the scheme to obtain finance
with 0% APR options. The partner has designed a simple,
straightforward way to ensure
compliance to finance rules
without it being a worry to
users. They will be on Stand
G45 to explain how you can
deliver finance without the
headaches.
Certificate of Conformity
For those of you in the Certasss

Competent Person Scheme, the
CQ-Assured Scheme works in
the same way, except instead
of issuing a Building Control
Certificate a Certificate of Conformity is issued. This Certificate of Conformity states the
installation meets all relevant
industry codes of practice and
workmanship standards. In addition, Certass also issue a 2year
insurance
backed
workmanship warranty.
This scheme is designed to
give consumers real confidence
in you and your work. It also
increases your sales potential
allowing you to standout as a
reliable, trustworthy contractor.

Stand G45
So, whether it’s just for a chat,
technical query, to introduce a
friend, hear about new and existing products or put a face to
a name, come along and see
Certass at the FIT Show –
Certass is there to help. i
If you need any further
information, call the
sales team on
t. 01292 292 095 or email
membershipsales@certass.co.uk

The Installer | Certass & TRR Column | 13
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QANW FIT Show Column

QANW’s Got the
Popcorn and the
Movies for a Bit of a
FIT Show Show
With the FIT Show moving to the
NEC the event is set to be bigger
and better than ever and so
QANW (alongside Certass) is
making sure its stand stands out
from the crowd with a personalised video offer, an App, Membership discounts and a new
Membership App.

With the FIT Show moving to
the NEC the event is set to
be bigger and better than
ever and so QANW (alongside Certass) is making sure
its stand stands out from the
crowd with lots of special FIT
Show offers to for both new
and existing members

Here's a quick round up of
what will be going on, so
make sure you pop along to
stand G45.

Find QANW on stand G45

Grab some popcorn
QANW has recently launched a
short animated video that explains
in simple terms what an IBG is
and how it can help bring a customer peace of mind.
IBGs are a vital piece of consumer protection but the feedback
QANW has received is that sometimes homeowners are unfamiliar
with them. The video is a way of
explaining what an IBG is and
what benefits it brings in a simple,
friendly manner. It is also available to personalise with a member’s company logo.
QANW will have the video on
stand G45 stand and a popcorn
machine – so grab a handful and
enjoy the movie.
Personalise
QANW will be bringing a special
launch offer to the FIT Show. Mem14 | Certass & TRR Column |The Installer

bers of QANW can personalise
the video for just £60 +VAT* (Normally £99 +VAT).
*Special launch price will run
from 10 Aprile 2017 until 24 June
2017, logo must be provided and
payment received by this date.
After this date, full price to personalise the video will be £99 +VAT.
Readers can preview the video
by scanning the QR Code on this
page. Visit
stand G45
where you
can order
your personalised
video.
Special
joining offer
Everyone member of staff on the
QANW stand will be equipped
with an iPad ready to help new
members apply to join. New
members will benefit from 50% off

joining fees** if they join at the
show - a saving of £57 (incl. VAT)!
**Paperwork to be completed
and uploaded by 9 June 2017 to
qualify.

Existing members
For existing members, there is also
something special on offer for
those looking for access to that little bit extra! QANW is offering
1/3 off*** your first 12 month’s
membership or QA Plus and QA
Premium. Go to stand G45 to find
out more.
*1/3 discount off your first 12
months’ membership of either QA
Plus or QA Premium. Offer end 8
August 2017.
An industry first
Ask about the QANW App!
QANW is providing this to make
it easier for members to access
their account on the go. Members
will be able to log in to add and
view jobs; accept terms and conditions; and view offers and benefits.
All of which means that once the
work is completed, members can
sign off and the homeowner can
receive their policy a lot quicker.
The App works on Android and
iOS and is available from the relevant stores.
QANW will be previewing the
prototype App at the show -so
pop along and have a look! i
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FIT Show – Stand F10 – Dispute Resolution

Don Waterworth –
FIT Show Surgery

Come and have chat with
me on the Veka Group
Stand F10 at the Fit Show
says our technical writer
and dispute resolution
specialist, Don Waterworth

Don Waterworth has been with Trading Standards over the issue a summons in Court. NeiThe Installer's long-time application of the Consumer ther option is a good option is it?
Technical Writer. He is also an Rights Act, to irate consumers
What you really need in the
expert surveyor and often who are fed up with those 'stick event of a dispute is someone
acts as an expert witness on' Georgian glazing bars, that with Technical and Legal knowlwhen cases go to court. simply will not stay in place (I of edge; someone with Mediation
However, he is also an expert course will not mention any skills; negotiation skills; someone
at Dispute Resolution. He product names).
with knowledge of the Civil Court
works in this capacity both
Disputes come in all shapes system...someone like Don Waindependently and as part of and forms and can have a stress- terworth if I may say so myself.
an arrangement the Veka ful and highly detrimental effect
Group.
At your disposal
on you and your business.
Don Waterworth will be holdThe problem is that in the event If you are a member of the
ing a surgery on the Veka Group of a dispute, going to a Solicitor MWCIA or Network Veka, then
Stand F10 Tuesday 23rd May is not only an aggressive action, you can sleep a little bit easier at
10am - 4pm and Wednesday which, of course will cause your night because you have the best
24th May 10am - 4pm.
customer to be aggressive, it is Dispute Resolution Service in the
also an action which rarely UK at your disposal.
Don writes
achieves any logical result.
If you are not a member of the
At any one time I have 25 or so
MWCIA or Network Veka, then
disputes on of varying types from Bad options
I would suggest that you come
conservatories that are subsiding You may decide to write the and speak to me on the Veka
to flooded conservatories due to money off that a customer owes Group Stand F10. Whatever
badly fitted roofs, arguments you or take your chance and your problem, I can help. i
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Opinion

Clad All Over – Getting
Rid of the Roof Scam
A new trend by unscrupulous installers is the cladover, as an alternative to a solid
replacement conservatory roof. Zac Nedimovic of trade fabricator Astraseal talks about
how online content can be used to educate consumers about the issue and help the
companies that offer genuine solid tiled roofs win business
The window industry has undoubtedly cleaned up its act
since the dark days of the
1980s, writes Zac Nedimovic
of trade fabricator Astraseal.
For the most part, gone is the
dodgy double glazing who
would try all sorts of unethical
tactics just to win the business.
Instead we have salespeople
who conduct themselves in a professional manner and will recommend the best glazing solution for
their customer’s home.
Having said that, there are still
a few bad guys out there. I’m sure
many of you will have seen the
online video of the salesmen
being accused of preying on the
elderly, and unfortunately, we are
now seeing a rise of installers that
are practising ‘cladovers.’
What is a Cladover?
This is when an installer tries to
pass off basic timber installation
material, tiles and plasterboard
for a real tiled roof. Rather than
replacing the whole conservatory
roof, which is what the job requires, the installer will simply
take out the old polycarbonate
sheets, direct fix timber battens to
the pre-existing roof (screwing
into the aluminium frame in the
process) and plaster over to mask
any potential issues.
It may look the same as a solid
tiled roof, but a cladover will add
too much weight, offers no insulation and will probably leak at the
first sign of rain. Furthermore, con18 | Opinion | The Installer

sidering it is now a solid tiled
roof, it is likely that the conservatory will now fall under building
regulations, potentially causing
the homeowner issues later down
the line when they try to sell their
property.
The only benefit a Cladover has
is the cost – a typical job will cost
the end user somewhere in the region of £1,000, whereas a solid
tiled roof will cost around £5,000
– but when you consider the inevitable problems, they are very
much a false economy.
So how can the reputable
companies squeeze the
cladover cowboys out of the
market?
One of the best ways is through
marketing. Thanks to the internet
and the development of smartphones, consumers now have access to the wealth of information
at their fingertips. Ten years ago,
a consumer would have walked
into a showroom and asked the
rep to advise them on what product to go for, whereas now they
will say they’re looking for an ‘A’
rated window made with a fivechambered profile and an argon
filled sealed unit, complete with a
warm edge spacer bar.
Consumers are doing their
homework online before they
buy, which is why it is vitally important all installers that are selling quality tiled roofs need to use
online content marketing to educate potential customers on the

benefits of their brand and how
to spot a cladover cowboy.
Installers that produce and share
valuable online content will rank
higher in search engines, see
more web traffic and generate
more leads. They will also build
more trust with their audience, and
importantly, position themselves
ahead of the installers that are trying to pass off shoddy work as a
leading solid tiled roof brand.
Introducing the
AstraSEAL of Approval
But if you’re a small to medium
double glazing company, getting
your head around online marketing and knowing what to do can
seem like a daunting task. At Astraseal we recognise that not all
our customers are marketing experts, which is why we offer our
free advice and help our customers generate maximum return
on their marketing investment.
We work closely with Purplex, the
leading marketing agency in the
industry, and between us, we are
helping installers improve their
brand image, generating more
leads and converting more sales.
Marketing support is just one of
the many of benefits we offer
through our new customer care
initiative, the AstraSEAL of Approval. If you’re an installer that
wants to beat the cladover cowboys or simply wants to learn
more about how to use marketing
to grow your business, give me a
call on t. 01933 227233. i
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FIT Show 23-25 May
Editor’s Picks
Dekko Stand H20
Dekko Window Systems is
marking the latest stage of
its expansion with a debut at
this year’s FIT Show.
Dekko has spent the last
decade investing millions in
infrastructure and new
products. In recent years,
it’s built a new factory and
added no less than ten new
products to an already extensive
range. But now
that
groundwork has been
put in place,
Dekko has decided the time
is right to
take
a
stand
at the
i n dustry’s biggest trade event, as
Sales Director Kurt Greatrex
explains: “We’ve made massive strides in the last few
years – expanding and refining production, developing
and launching high-end
products and laying the
foundations
for
future
growth. Now, we’re heading
to the FIT Show with a lot to
shout about.”
In addition to i
ts Räum
Collection of aluminium
doors and Infinity seamlesscornered PVC-U frames,
Dekko has also become the
UK’s largest Residence 9
fabricator – the only one in
the country with a dedicated
R9 facility. Dekko now offers
the full Residence Collection,
adding three further timbereffect windows to its range.

20 | FIT Show Preview

We've got a round-up
of exhibitor highlights,
as chosen by the Editor,
for the latest edition of
the FIT Show at
Birmingham's NEC from
23-25 May

Milwood Goup Stand S10
The FIT Show might just
provide an opportunity to
tap into additional income
streams
with
Milwood
Group's range of premium
grade veranda, glass room,
awning, commercial and
garden canopy kits for the
trade. Become a Milwood
trade partner at FIT and you
will discover that all products can be delivered within
2/3 weeks and come with
complete installation guides.
Milwood also offers free indepth on-site training to
equip installers with the
knowledge they need to complete installations safely and
efficiently. To boost installer's and fabricator partners' success, Milwood also
provides a suite of marketing and aftersales materials.
Phoenix Doors
Stand C58
Phoenix Doors will unveil a
number of new developments that will include new

composite door styles, contemporary glazing designs
and a new multi-point entry
lock.
Sharing the stand with
parent company MASCO UK
Window Group, the PVC
door panel and GRP composite door manufacturer
will unveil its latest initiatives following significant investment in larger premises,
plant and personnel aimed
at delivering customer service improvements all round.
Visitors to the stand will be
able to see and learn more
about the expanded County
Collection composite door
and Meridian 70mm doublerebated composite door
ranges and how Phoenix can
offer yet more customer
choice, including bespoke
colours.
ISO-Chemie Stand L30
Technologically advanced
foam sealant tapes for improved window installation
and insulation performance
will be showcased on the
ISO-Chemie stand.
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For example, the firm’s ISO3 window
sealing system, which is based on the European RAL principle of three level sealing,
offers an external seal providing weather
resistance and breathability, while the intermediate seal provides extra thermal and
acoustic properties. The internal layer
meets air tightness and humidity requirements. All three levels are designed to accommodate any movement between the
adjacent construction materials.
Andrew Swift, for the company, said:
“BS8213-2016 compliant tapes alongside
the GGF’s guide to window installation and
the demand for installed windows with
matching energy rated gaps, combine to
provide installers with an added value
sales package. The entire principal of
using these tapes is to ensure the gap
around the window has an equal U value
to the window itself. This presents an upsell opportunity for installers to close deals
by offering a more complete installation to
the consumer.’’

GGF Stand N35
The Glass and Glazing Federation (GGF) is
thinking big for the FIT Show with presentations, seminars, videos and a special
40th anniversary party on the show’s Big
Tuesday, where opening hours will be extended until 8pm.
From 4:30pm, every FIT Show attendee
is invited to join the GGF on Stand N35 for
live music, entertainment, free canapés
and drinks.
Members will also be invited to take full
advantage of the hospitality in a special
Life Begins at 40 Members lounge.
The GGF will also be presenting at the 
The Installer| FIT Show Preview |21
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show’s seminar programme

with three very topical presentations from experts in
home improvement, technical and health and safety.
See fitshow.co.uk/seminars
for details.

Victorian Sliders
Stand Q20
Victorian Sliders will be another company exhibiting for
the first time and will be
showing what the company
claims are Europe’s best
selling PVC-U sash windows
and telling prospective customers about Victorian Sliders' customer service levels.
The full range of product
options including decorative
glazing bar styles, choices of
operating hardware and eyecatching woodgrain foil finishes will all be on display
and a brand new PVC-U
sash window will be previewed.
The company's ECOSlide
vertical sliding sash units
are supplied to professional
trade installers at £199 any
size, up to 1300mm wide
and 2400mm high for an ARated WER solid white PVC22 | FIT Show Preview
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U window, featuring toughened glass on both top and
bottom sashes, sash horns,
travel restrictors, quick release tilt restrictors, white
hardware, thermal inserts to
both frame and sash and a
signature extruded 'antijemmy' security bar on the
cill. Orders worth over
£1,000 are delivered free to
UK locations on a 5-day lead
time.
KAT UK Stand C50
aluminium
and
PVC-U
doors and windows manufacturer, KAT, has launched
an aluminium entrance door
to complement its range of
aluminium patio doors, bifolding doors, French doors,
roof lanterns, flat roof lights
and windows.
The entrance doors are
available with a high security 4-point locking system,
excellent thermal value and
almost no maintenance required. KAT’s aluminium
door is guaranteed for ten
years and is available on
two-week order to delivery
terms.

Manufactured in the most
popular Anthracite Grey
colour, the entrance doors
are available with optional
extras including side lights
and top lights and are hand
crafted to fit bespoke sizes of

08/05/2017

entry. The door system is
70mm front to back and the
door slab itself is reinforced
with glue laminated composite material, thermal insulation and finished with a
robust aluminium skin
throughout. If you haven't
guessed - they will be on display at FIT.

Eurocell Stand D20
Eurocell will be presenting a
complete product range,
however, the main focus will
be on two new silicone
sealants and some new
range additions – namely
Skypod, Modus, Dales Collection composite doors and
the conservatory collection.
Fresh to the market is the
Skypod Acute roof lantern.
As the name suggests, the
new addition features a
steeper pitch than the current design. The Skypod
Acute is more suitable for
commercial
applications
such as schools, hospitals
and offices, where this pitch
is better suited to larger,
multi-storey buildings. This
market tends to be dominated by aluminum, Skypod
provides a cost-effective
sales alternative.
The Dales Collection range
of composite doors has three
new panel designs – the 
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 Elton,

Hartington
and
Newhaven – delivering both
farmhouse and contemporary styles. They are complemented by six further glass
patterns to increase choice
for the specifier, developer
and end-user.
Modus is the company’s
75mm, six-chamber profile
window system. The range
includes Modus S, a mechanically jointed flush sash
casement window, which
combines modern materials
with a traditional appearance. The joint detail enables delivery of a product
with the look of timber, while
retaining all the performance benefits of PVC-U.
AkzoNobel Powder
Coatings Stand CAB20
AkzoNobel Powder Coatings
is the world’s largest manufacturer of powder coatings
for architectural applications and offers a range of
standard and customised
finishes meeting national
and international standards.
The Interpon D series has
been applied to some of the
most prestigious developments including The Shard,
Beijing’s Birds Nest Stadium
and the Pompidou Centre,
Paris. AkzoNobel will launch
a new range of finishes
which have been developed
to meet contemporary architectural designs. This includes a collection of
metallic finishes that provide a g
reat alternative to
the main shades of anodised
aluminium.
Carl F Groupco
Stand E40
Carl F Groupco has addressed the challenge of presenting its range of over
7,000 window and door fitting lines with a hardware
selector that will be pre-
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and one outer frame. Fabricators can use their existing
tooling so it saves them
money, the company claims.
The timber on the inside
provides natural insulation
and aluminium provides lots
of design choice on the outside.
The aluminium is available
in either mill or a powder
sented for the first time at coat finish which with a
clever clip system is fitted to
the FIT Show 2017.
The concept, which was in- the outside of the window.
spired by a desire to simplify
the
hardware
selection aïr Stand S8
process, is an intuitive dis- The aïr Lounge at the FIT
play supported by product Show could be a destination
examples, graphics, infor- for home improvement commation points and a touch- panies looking for new opportunities in aluminium
screen catalogue.
The stand will also feature bi-folding and sliding doors.
dedicated areas for both Jay Patel explains from aïr,
SmartSecure, the company’s says: “We’re inviting guests
electronic locking and smart to really get to grips with the
access control systems and brand. There will be a proRoto/Peder Nielsen (PN) fessional mixologist on hand
for the late night Big Tueswindow gearing.
day, serving up the aïr cocktail. aïr is exclusively
AluWood Windows

Stand H1
For fabricators looking to
add a low-cost premium aluclad timber window system
to their range, the AluWood
Windows stand should be
high on their list to visit.
The AluWood system only
needs one sash, one mullion

manufactured by Everglade
Windows and offers some of
the slimmest sightlines on
the market. The bi-fold and
lift & slide doors are
available with individual design options to offer for –
all backed by a 25-year
guarantee."
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Composite Wood

Company Stand D22
Visitors to the Composite
Wood Company can pick up
a voucher for £100 off their
first Composite Wood order
redeemable against decking,
fencing and garden rooms.
The company will also be
exhibiting its new generation
of garden rooms and its
decking and fencing. The
new garden room features
click connectors for easy assembly and a new highly insulated, high strength roof
design. Composite Wood
gives installers the opportunity to complete decking,
fencing and garden room installations whilst they are already on site fitting windows,
doors and conservatories.

DL Chemicals Stand R65
DL Chemicals is a worldwide
producer of silicones and
joint fillers offering a full

it will have a load of innovations to discuss with visitors. MD Alan Burgess says:
“This will be the ideal opportunity for us to sit down with
our new and existing trade
Masterframe Windows
customers to discuss one on
Stand J20
Sash windows specialist, one what the new innovaMasterframe Windows says tions could bring to their
range of MS polymers and
hybrid sealants, acrylic
sealants, PU sealants, PU
foams and adhesives.

Come visit us at stand 263:

W
NE

SIZE DOES MATTER?
Compact more efficient design Link Vent Mk II

Tricklevents from Glazpart

Visit us on st
stand E50 @

to fin
find
nd out why?

For more information
information or
o to find your local stockist visit: glazpart.com/products/trickle-ventilation/
glazpart.com/pproducts/trickle-ventilation/
to see ourr range of BBAA and LABC certified vents or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.
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business. The highlight of
our Innovation Centre on
Stand J20 will be the official
launch of the Timberweld
brand. We can now offer installers and fabricators the
opportunity to purchase a licence to use this patented
method of butt jointing that
not only offers aesthetically
pleasing timber style corner
joints but also perfectly
sealed frames."
ODL Europe Stand D35
Aperture Solutions, the ODL
Europe brand responsible for
selling Capstone Doors in the
UK and parts of Europe, will
be at FIT. All doors in the wide
composite doors range have
achieved PAS 24: 2016. Steve
Kendall from the company
says: “To enable us to achieve
PAS24: 2016, we designed
our door slabs to have an LVL
insert placed within the door
making penetration much

28 | FIT Show Preview

less likely. The LVL reinforcing is encapsulated in a PU
foam core material, which
also provides excellent insulation reducing energy costs for
the homeowner. Aperture Solutions are stocking the full
range of PAS24:2016 compliant doors available for immediate delivery, which means
that fabricators and installers
can specify with confidence,
especially as it is increasingly
a requirement for many public sector and corporate contracts in the UK."
Origin Stand P20
Fabricators and installers can
improve profitability and grow
their businesses by visiting
the Origin stand says the
British manufacturer of bi-fold
and residential doors, windows and blinds. The company will be presenting its
entire Origin Home Range and
sharing details of how it sup-
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ports its partners to assist in
business growth.
Visitors will also be able to
learn more about Origin’s online ordering system, Sale
Safe, which has been designed
to streamline the process of
quoting and ordering.
In addition to this, those in
attendance will find out
more about the gold standard of service that Origin
offers, including comprehensive marketing support, ‘Fitter
Fitter’
installation
training to encourage best
practice, sales training,
technical support and more.
Visitors will also be given a
peek of a secret new Origin
product that will be available to partners this year.
Profile 22 Stand B34
Following the success of the
launch of Profile 22’s Optima window and door system, the company will have

30 | FIT Show Preview

some enhancements to talk
about. The company will
also be showcasing a range
of timber core composite
doors from sister company,
Safedoors, that have been
developed to blend in with
the full Optima suite.
Glazpart Stand E50
Glazpart will be launching
its Mk 2 Link Vent trickle
vents at the show. Glazpart,
is a specialist injection
moulding company with extensive experience in the
fenestration industry and
producing
millions
of
mouldings each month. The
new design reduces the external canopy depth by over

1/3 from 37mm to 25mm
whilst meeting the minimum
requirements of approved
document – part F significantly improving the external aesthetic of the window.
Available in two sizes 2500
and 5000 EQA the product
features new location clips
which speed up fitting whilst
also improving location accuracy both vertically and
horizontally during installation. The clips centre the
vent in the rout and minimise lateral movement and
hold the vent in position
during installation reducing
fitting time and even fix the
vent to the window.
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Purplex is at the cutting edge of lead generation, marketing technology and brand development. We help the
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Purplex Marketing
FIT Show Stand D55

Andrew Scott, MD of Purplex Marketing, explains why he has
invested over £1 million to develop a marketing powerhouse

Most business leaders recognise that investment is essential
for growth, profitability and
competitiveness. Whether it’s
investment in people, equipment, facilities, R&D or marketing, there is a direct correlation
between business success and
investment levels.
The same rule applies whether
you’re a manufacturer, distributor
or retailer - and it applies equally if
you run a service business, such as
a marketing agency.
Yet, bizarrely, most PR and marketing agencies in the UK are
starved of investment which i
nevitably impacts the results they
can deliver. It’s not surprising; after
all, 90% of agencies are lifestyle
businesses, with a small team of 5
or 10 staff typically led by an exmarketing manager of a large corporate.
Purplex was never established as
a lifestyle business - right from the
get-go the aim was to build a
worldclass marketing agency. Investment was always a key part of
our strategy and operationally we
applied the same principles to our
own business that we used with
clients. As a result, we have averaged 35% year-on-year growth
since 2004, even through recession.
While most agencies specialise
in one or two disciplines such as
PR or creative and use freelancers or third parties, we invested in people - recruiting,
training and developing experts
in each marketing discipline.
Today we have 58 employees,
with more clients than any other
agency in the industry.

Google Partner
This gives us economies of scale,
advanced specialist skills that other
agencies simply don’t have and
real clout - for example as a
Google Partner spending over £1
million a year on Adwords, we
have direct access to the senior
team at Google’s London HQ.
Training
Ongoing training plays a key part
in our success - in 2016 alone we
invested over £40,000 in training
to ensure our team remain at the
top of their game. The results
speak for themselves - in January
we generated a record 10,000
sales leads for our clients.
Small gencies are struggling
In early 2016 we conducted research to assess what companies
really looked for in an agency and
compared this with the top 25
agencies in the construction/glazing industry. At the same
time, we reviewed marketing
trends and the impact of new
channels, technologies and consumer behaviour.
We concluded that most marketing agencies are already struggling to cope with current
demands and would get left behind in the future unless they
scaled up and really invested.
That's one of the reasons we
pushed ahead with our investment
programme.
We focused on three key areas infrastructure, resources and expertise. A superb new HQ was
purchased a few months ago, giving us 10,000sq.ft of office space.
We also invested in state-of-the-art

facilities, from film production to
the most advanced marketing software platforms. A high-profile recruitment drive was launched to
attract the best talent across PR, design, web, video and social
media. We have a target of 100
employees by next year.
Choosing the right partner
Appointing a small agency or number of agencies and working with
the owner/manager is a false economy. You can’t win a Formula One
race with a family car.
Teaming up with a professional
agency with worldclass expertise
and resources across PR, digital, creative, social media and other marketing disciplines gives your business a
competitive advantage, a more integrated approach and better results,
often at lower overall cost.
Growth is good
Choosing a new agency is a big
decision. Having a great ‘pitch’
from the agency directors might
impress you but look beyond the
pitch. Visit the agency and meet
their staff. Look at their resources
and investment strategy. The truth
is, you can judge how good a
marketing agency is by the level of
their own growth.
At Purplex our aim is simple - to
work with the most ambitious companies in the glass and glazing industry and help them grow faster
and stronger. i
It doesn’t matter if it’s a small
installer needing a new
website or a major building
products supplier that wants
to secure several routes to
market - contact Purplex on
01934 808132 or visit
purplexmarketing.com
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We revolutionised the
industry with realtime, online market
intelligence.
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2012

We did it again with
Salestracker 3.0, featuring a
fully integrated CRM, credit
profiling, Google Maps and
document storage.

Now we’ve done it again,
Introducing STEM, the powerful
new email marketing system
designed and built for
Salestracker™.

Salestracker puts 15,000 fabricators and installers at your fingertips, as well as architects, construction firms
and over 27,000 local builders/home improvement companies.
And now thanks to STEM, our built-in email marketing platform, you can contact them all within seconds.
Prospect data, CRM, and email marketing all in one place.

Find out more – call 01934 808 293 for your free demo.

insightdata
business is better with insight

502 Worle Park Way
Weston-super-Mare,
BS22 6WA

E: hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk
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Snappy New Site
Avocet Hardware has launched a brand new website that
brings together all the relevant information about lock-snapping, and how to counter it but without providing burglars
with a veritable DIY lesson in it.
Lock-snapping is a form of forced entry that has grown in popularity in
recent years. It affects Euro cylinder locks that are fitted, as standard, in all
uPVC and double glazed doors.
The new website features Avocet’s two snap secure locks ABS and ATK.
ABS has both SS312 Diamond accreditation and a TS007 3-star rating. It was fitted in over 10,000 homes by West Yorkshire
Police as part of a crime prevention programme in 2012, which resulted in a 35 per cent drop in burglaries in just one year. It
has also never been breached once fitted in any home in the UK and is a police preferred, Secured by Design product.
ATK was introduced in 2015 in response to a growing requirement for a snap secure Avocet lock that could be operated using
a standard key. Since then the lock has secured millions of pounds worth of business for Avocet, most notably from a host of leading door companies, that have opted to fit ATK as standard.
Avocet is now marketing and selling ABS and ATK across Europe as part of its role as the security sponsor of the European
Neighbourhood Watch Association. i abs-secure.co.uk
The Technic-AL RD Entance Door from AlufoldDirect combines a slimline,
thermally broken aluminium frame with a thermally insulated timber
door blade. It’s precisely made and ﬁnished with a ﬁve-stage paint
process for any RAL colour, with the seven most popular colours
delivered direct to site within three weeks.
Craig Miller MD says: “Every installer who sees the Technic-AL RD1 Entrance Door
buys one, even if it’s not what they came in to look at. The amazing reaction to
AluFoldDirect’s new range of entrance doors has astounded everyone. It proves there’s
a place in the market for a beautiful aluminium entrance door that stops people in their
tracks.”
The Technic-AL RD1 The Technic-AL RD1 Entrance Door is now available to see at the
AluFoldDirect Aluminium Glazing Design Centre in Blackburn, so that customers can see,
touch and feel that quality for themselves.
The door is available in nine designs, each named after a cosmopolitan European city.
The door in the AluFoldDirect Aluminium Glazing Design Centre is the Venlo Glazed
model, painted in black and is suited with an AluFoldDirect slimline aluminium window.
The AluFoldDirect Technic-AL RD1 also delivers on security and energy efﬁciency. It
has full Secured by Design accreditation, while U-values range from 1.3 to 1.6W/m2K,
dependent on door blade design. i alufolddirect.co.uk

Doorco’s new LINKS door comprises a contemporary GRP etched
skin on a non-woodgrain finish flush door, combined with the latest
in modern door designs and glazing solutions. It looks like aluminium and feels like aluminium.
MD Dan Sullivan comments: “Less than one year ago, we started researching the
opportunity to bring to market a totally unique, non-woodgrain composite door
designed to open up new markets and revenue streams for our customers. This is
precisely what the LINKS has been engineered to do, as even the name itself indicates. It brings together the current offering of premium aluminium door sets but
with all the material and value for money benefits that the market expects from composite doors.
“Customers who have had a sneak preview tell us LINKS looks like aluminium
and feels like aluminium but is a composite door for the 21st Century. Designed to
match and complement aluminium profile, there is a multitude of design choices for
glazing incorporating the market leading Inox and Urban systems which sit just
3mm from the door’s surface. And of course, because LINKS is built on the highest
quality composite material in today’s UK market, it will not dent or warp. This means
we can offer a 20 year structural guarantee and a 10 year paint guarantee.” i door-co.com
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The Skypod’s the Limit
Eurocell has expanded its Skypod range of PVC-U skylights with the addition its
latest model – Skypod Acute.
As the name suggests the new addition features a steeper pitch – a full 15 degrees more than the
current design making it suitable for more commercial applications such as schools, colleges, hospitals and offices. The lantern roof market tends to be dominated by aluminium products, so the
arrival of the new Skypod provides an aesthetically alternative for the installer to offer customers.
Skypod Acute sports the same narrow glazing bars and generous sightlines for residential properties and its square format now fits an even smaller aperture, allowing even more light into parts
of the home that previously was not possible. In addition, no sidebars are needed on sizes up to
1.5m x 2.75m, improving sightlines and letting in more natural light.
Skypod Acute is supplied with self-cleaning, temperature controlled glass in Blue,
i
Neutral, Bronze and Clear as standard, with a U-value of 1.0W/m²K achievable.
eurocell.co.uk
Eurocell has reconfigured its Dales Collection range of composite doors
to increase and improve aesthetic choice, security and resilience.
Three new panel designs have been introduced – the Elton, Hartington and Newhaven
– delivering farmhouse and contemporary styles. The three designs are complemented
by six further glass patterns increasing the choice for the specifier, developer and enduser.
The additional door and glass introductions bring the total of Dales Collection front
and back composite door combinations to 15 styles in 15 colours and 18 glazing
options.
A new accredited five-point multi-locking system with adjustable keeps has been introduced, providing an improved weather rating that can now achieve up to a massive
1200 Pascals – a 50% improvement on previous tests. The new improved design also
includes an increase of the outer GRP skin thickness from 2mm to 4mm.
The collection is now fitted with the Tri-Sis glazing cassette which can be deglazed
internally without damaging the door panel or affecting the security performance of the
door overall.
The locking system, plus the thickness and glazing modifications, means that the new
doors are all now compliant with the requirements of AD Q; achieving PAS
23/24:2016 accreditation, which includes the challenging PAS 24:2016 ‘Cut Through’
test.
GRP door leaves obviate splits or cracks and are less prone to scratching and denting
than steel-faced doors. A high-quality triple-seal frame system ensures Dales Collection
doors can give outstanding performance for many years and two brush seals and a gasket seal prevent drafts and rain causing problems. i eurocell.co.uk

Swisspacer's Georgian Bar has been used by Aztec
Windows to achieve high performance, authentic
looking flush sash windows.
Aztec's sales manager Michael Hagan says heritage-style windows have become extremely popular as homeowners look to add
character to their properties.
He explains: “Homeowners want to enhance the look of their
homes and our Prestige Collection flush sash casement is a lowmaintenance alternative to timber. A traditional Georgian Bar is a
popular addition to our windows because it adds character and
authenticity. Swisspacer Georgian Bars, used alongside Swisspacer warm edge spacer bars give the best energy
performance and an attractive finish. Swisspacer bars have a matt,
low-sheen finish which eliminates glare inside the sealed unit for a
high-end look.” i swisspacer.com
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Suppliers of: - Supalite Tiled Roofs - Carport Systems - Profile 22 Optima Range - Warmcore
- Evolve - PatioMaster - Solidor - Residor - Distinction - Benchmark - Masterdoor

DELIVERING TO THE TRADE
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT US TODAY

Tel: 01782 593968 | Email: sales@contechconservatories.co.uk
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Cosmic Diamond Blades
Makita’s Cosmos range has been refined by expanding the cutting performance
of the diamond wheels to handle a greater range of materials. The Makita Cosmos series now features the Quasar, Comet and Nebula diamond wheels, in
total providing 56 alternative cutting wheels.
Quasar wheels have the diamonds in the Makita 3D fixed pattern on the cutting rim and
stealth sound reduction technology. The Comet range includes the 3D format and cooling
vents system, whilst the Nebula wheels are laser welded, random diamond pattern.
The new vacuum brazed material joining technique creates a bond between the diamonds
and steel wheels that is significantly stronger than previous bonding methods. This results in
faster cutting, greater durability and better suitability across a wider range of materials.
The new Makita vacuum brazed diamond cut off wheels are thin, ranging from 1.3mm thick
for the 115mm diameter wheel, to just 1.6mm thick for the 230mm diameter wheel. These wheels
will deliver up to 57 times more cuts than a standard abrasive cut off wheel and, running dry, will cut
10mm rebar steel and 10mm stainless steel. This blade will also cut PVC and concrete with less sparks and
low odour while the steel body helps to prevent accidental damage when dropped or knocked. i makitauk.com
In response to the growing demand for
its new Ali FOLD aluminium doors,
Senior Architectural Systems has
pledged significant investment to boost
the speed and capacity of its in-house
manufacturing facility.
The new state of the art polyamide rolling
machine from Müller Technologies will increase
production of the polyamide bars that give the
Ali FOLD doors their impressive thermal break.
The new machine is anticipated to enable
Senior to double its existing capacity to increase
efficiency and ensure the timely delivery of all
customer orders.
Competitively priced and easy to fabricate using existing tooling, the new Ali FOLD aluminium door range is available in a
selection of styles including folding sliding, single swing and double swing options. With white, grey and dual colour options
now in stock, the Ali FOLD doors offer exceptional design flexibility and are available in an almost unlimited range of colours
and finishes both inside and out. i alufolddirect.co.uk

Mila has added the Xpert Tools range to its product line-up allowing
fabricators and installers to buy a huge selection of specialist fenestration tools direct. The range includes everything from air tools to
glass lifters, with lots of products developed specifically for the needs
of the window trade sector.
For the workbench, there are several air drills now available from Mila including a
compact 2000rpm Dentist Drill or ‘3mm die grinder’, and a low noise, 3/8 keyless
air drill with touch sensitive trigger ideal for prepping holes when fitting hardware.
Specifically for for installers, there is the Xpert glazing shovel for perfect toeing and
heeling, and the Xpert glass thickness gauge (pictured) complete with protective carrycase.
The entire range also covers air screwdrivers, routers and sanders, applicator guns,
cutting tools, and digital angle finders, as well as four different performance grades of
Teflon sheet. PVC-U fabricators using Teflon as a release barrier during welding can
now order the sheet by the square metre from Mila in grades from standard to best.
Mila says that it is responding to demand from customers who like the fact that they can buy the range from an experienced
sales team, fully trained to give ‘expert’ advice in person and on the phone, and who know that, if they order by 5pm, they are
guaranteed next day delivery. i mila.co.uk
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Comment
By the time you read the next issue of The Installer, the FIT
Show will be all over for another year...or should that be
two years. And we will be days from a General
Election...or should that be foregone conclusion.
The FIT Show was originally predicated on running every
two years. In the five years since its inception, it has run
four times. Th e one in May will be the first at the
Birmingham NEC and much bigger than previous
iterations. I think it will be a stonking success because yet
again the organisers have done a terrific promotional job.
And yet again, exhibitors have bought into their own
investment and have invited customers, arranged parties
for the late opening night (on the first day) and more to
the point – have made sure they will have plenty of brand
new products to show.
The demise of the previous big exhibition in this industry
came when the organisers just kept repeating what had
gone before – and exhibitors exhibited what they had
shown before...and before that.
So hats off to the industry for making this happen – and
don’t forget regular readers of The Installer, you are the
industry...so make sure you turn-up. 23 to 25 May; go to
the FIT Show website to pre-register for any or all days;
remember there’s free booze until 8:00pm on Big
Tuesday.
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The Installer and sister publication The Fabricator will have
its teams at the show – we can be found wandering the
halls, propping up the bar (or bars) or on the Certass &
QANW Stand G45 or within the Council for Aluminium in
Building Pavilion. We have strong associations with each
of these esteemed and important organisations. They will
be distributing additional copies of our magazines and
supplements from their stands.

Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
@theinstallermagazine or installer@profinder.eu
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Access Systems

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
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Colour Applicators

Adhesive Tapes
We have the largest range of
industrial tapes for the glass &
glazing industry
● Security glazing foam tapes ● Mirror safety backing films
● Trim mounted tapes ● Glass transporting pads
● Foam glazing tapes ● High bonding acrylic foams
● Emergency repair films for broken glass

●

T: 01206 871999

F: 01206 871 998

E: sales@adhere.co.uk www: adhere.co.uk

Aluminium Lanterns

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k
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To Advertise
Call Mehreen Haroon 07814
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For beautiful colours guaranteed
to last insist on using

KOLORBOND
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Unbroken

on your
PVCu Profile
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Broken
Glass
Lock
All in one Glas
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ock
Retainer
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Up to
to 6m x 4m

Bi-folding Doors

Tel: 0121 3268020
Fax: 0121 3271507
www.kolorbond.co.uk
email: enquiries@kolorbond.co.uk

Tel: 01642
Tel:
016
610799
Fax: 01642 615854
Fax:

www.korniche.co.uk
www
.korniche.co.uk

Planning Consultants

Is your supplier letting you down ?
from only
from
only

£365
£350
per leaf

per leaf

Lowest price anywhere

Aluminium Bi
Bi-Fold
i-Fold Doors

£
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TODAY

Tel:
T
e 01642 610798
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Fax
x: 01642 671026
Fax:

www.madefortrade.co
www.madefortrade.co

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
littlee as £5.50
£5.00 eac
each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

To advertise
Call Mehreen Haroon

07814 209789
Aluminium Systems

Shaped Aluminium Windows & Louvres
*Circular *Radial Cornered *Arched *Elliptical
*Gothic *Rectangular *Trapezoidal *Curved-on-Plan

also Aluminium & Stainless Fabrications ‘Trade Suppliers’
by Midland Alloy Ltd., Stafford Park 17,Telford,TF3 3DG
Tel: 01952 290961 www.radialwindows.com Fax: 01952 290441
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Fixing Brackets

PROFINDER
Conservatory Roofs

Gaskets
Is your supplier letting you down ?

WE WILL
BEAT ANY*
PRICE
Lowest price anywhere

Conservatory Roofs

£

GET A PRICE
COMPARISON
TODAY

Tel: 01642 610799
Fax: 01642 615854

www.madefortrade.co

Manufacturer of Gaskets for all Aluminium and
PVCu Windows, Doors, Shopfronts, Curtain Wall
and Roofing Applications.
•

Pilkington Activ Compatable, no shrinkage,
supplied in Buckets.
•
Carry large stocks of Woolpile, Pressure
Platesand Security Tapes.
•
Nationwide delivery within 48 hours.

CENTRAL EXTRUSIONS LTD
01384 413222 - 01384 413004
www.centralextrusions.co.uk
enquiries@centralextrusions.co.uk
Unit 7 Charlton Drive, Cradley Heath, West Midlands, B64 7BJ

* Offer is based on a like for like comparison

Doors & Roofing

Flyscreens

Recycling
THE
YARD
RECYCLING CENTRE
MISMEASURED WINDOWS &
DOORS MUST BE GLAZED
BOUGHT FOR CASH

01895 239 607
07860 812 675

www.theyardrc.co.uk

Profile Bending

To fill this space
Call Mehreen
Haroon
07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
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Profile Bending
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PVC-U Glass Handling & Equipment

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

Veranda Systems

■ PVCU profile bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

Racking Systems
Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
USTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS
INDU

To advertise
Call Mehreen Haroon 07814 209789
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Coorner Protectors

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Reach 7000+ installers In

The Installer

Call Mehreen Haroon 07814 209789

Window openers

